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Do not write in

shaded areas.

Type of Specimen, Technique, Supply or Procedure NUMBER FACTOR VALUE
1 $0 50 -$

Received By:NAME:
Date: ADDRESS:

 Brief description of donation:

Section 581.031(22), F.S.

1911 S.W. 34th St./P. O. Box 147100, Gainesville, FL 32614-7100/(352) 372-3505/Fax (352) 334-0737

Number of SPECIMENS UNMOUNTED dry (with collection data)1. $0.50 -$                  

2. Number of SPECIMENS MOUNTED by accepted method for order (otherwise unmounted)
$1.00 -$                   
$2.00 -$                   
$1.00 -$                   
$1.00 -$                   
$2.00 -$                   

3 Add additional LABELING factors for museum quality labels used with specimens in Line 2

         - ENVELOPE (Plastic or glassine for Odonata)
         - POINT or MINUTEN mounted

         - ALCOHOL (small orders, immatures, etc., in 75% alcohol)

Number of SPECIMENS UNMOUNTED dry (with collection data)

         - PINNED

         - SLIDE (thrips, scales, mites, etc.)

3. Add additional LABELING factors for museum quality labels used with specimens in Line 2. 
$1.00 -$                   

         - Number of labeled Envelopes $1.00 -$                   
$2.00 -$                   

         - Number of labeled Slides $8.00 -$                   
To Lines 1 and 2, add the additional factors which apply.

4. $1.00 -$                   
5. $2.00 -$                  

EXOTIC

         - Number of labeled Pins (include point and minuten mounts)

         - Number of labeled VIALS (4 dram preferred)

SPREAD (Lepidoptera, Neuroptera, etc.; not desirable for most orders)5. $2.00 $                  
6. $1.00 -$                   
7.

$4.00 -$                   
$10.00 -$                   

8. $5.00 -$                   
9. $1.00 -$                   

10. $2.00 -$                   Identfied by Authority to GENUS only

Number with SIGNIFICANT biological, host or habitat data

         - SLIDE mounted
MATING PAIRS or IN COPULA

         - MICROVIAL or acceptable dry mounting
DISSECTED (e.g. Genitalia, etc.) 

SPREAD (Lepidoptera, Neuroptera, etc.; not desirable for most orders)
ACETONE PRESERVED (Odonata only)

$ $
11. $4.00 -$                   
12. $375.00 -$                   
13. $100.00 -$                   
14. $35.00 -$                   
15. $3.00 -$                   

16 $15.00 -$                   
17 $30.00 -$                   

BULK SAMPLES (e.g. flight traps, light traps) DOMESTIC
BULK SAMPLES (e.g. flight traps, light traps) EXOTIC

y y y
Identfied by Authority to GENUS and SPECIES
HOLOTYPE, LECTOTYPE, or NEOTYPE*

TERTIARY TYPES (topotype, homeotype, metatype, etc.)

ALLOTYPE
PARATYPE

18 Special taxa (uncommon, extinct, gynandromorph, etc.)*
19.
20.
21. 

22. 0
23. -$                   
24. 20 -$                   

Other*
Other*

Listed Separately 
Listed Separately 
Listed Separately 
Listed Separately 

Cabinets, Drawers, other Storage Boxes with donation*

SUM of LINES 1 and 2  = TOTAL NUMBER OF SPECIMENS

ADJUSTMENT (0-25% added or subtracted by curator, depending on condition of material)

Sum of Third Column = Estimated Value of Collection

The donor may accept or reject the estimate and is responsible for claiming any value. 
This form is a guide to estimate fair market value for arthropod specimens donated to the State and the FSCA.

DACS-08076 09/09

special taxa, cabinets, documented actual market value, fossil specimens, historically important specimens, etc.
* NOTE:   List special items on a separate page with estimated values to be included on this form. Items to list include names of


